






How$does$it$work?$

Yacht$



•  Supervised$&$feed?forward$
•  Each$layer:$$
–  Convolve$input$with$filters$
–  Non?linearity$(recFfied$linear)$
–  Pooling$(local$max)$

•  Train$convoluFonal$filters$by$$
back?propagaFng$classificaFon$error$
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Neural$Network$History$

Geoff$
Hinton$

Yann$
LeCun$

1980s$ 2009$

30x$Speedup$
•  more$data$
•  bigger$models$
•  faster$iteraFons$



Deep$Learning$Breakthroughs$

•  Speech$RecogniFon$
•  Image$RecogniFon$
•  Natural$Language$Processing$
•  Medical$Drug$Discovery$
•  Character$RecogniFon$
•  Satellite$Image$Alignment$
•  …$
•  Anything$with$data!$
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Abstract

We trained a large, deep convolutional neural network to classify the 1.2 million
high-resolution images in the ImageNet LSVRC-2010 contest into the 1000 dif-
ferent classes. On the test data, we achieved top-1 and top-5 error rates of 37.5%
and 17.0% which is considerably better than the previous state-of-the-art. The
neural network, which has 60 million parameters and 650,000 neurons, consists
of five convolutional layers, some of which are followed by max-pooling layers,
and three fully-connected layers with a final 1000-way softmax. To make train-
ing faster, we used non-saturating neurons and a very efficient GPU implemen-
tation of the convolution operation. To reduce overfitting in the fully-connected
layers we employed a recently-developed regularization method called “dropout”
that proved to be very effective. We also entered a variant of this model in the
ILSVRC-2012 competition and achieved a winning top-5 test error rate of 15.3%,
compared to 26.2% achieved by the second-best entry.

1 Introduction

Current approaches to object recognition make essential use of machine learning methods. To im-
prove their performance, we can collect larger datasets, learn more powerful models, and use bet-
ter techniques for preventing overfitting. Until recently, datasets of labeled images were relatively
small — on the order of tens of thousands of images (e.g., NORB [16], Caltech-101/256 [8, 9], and
CIFAR-10/100 [12]). Simple recognition tasks can be solved quite well with datasets of this size,
especially if they are augmented with label-preserving transformations. For example, the current-
best error rate on the MNIST digit-recognition task (<0.3%) approaches human performance [4].
But objects in realistic settings exhibit considerable variability, so to learn to recognize them it is
necessary to use much larger training sets. And indeed, the shortcomings of small image datasets
have been widely recognized (e.g., Pinto et al. [21]), but it has only recently become possible to col-
lect labeled datasets with millions of images. The new larger datasets include LabelMe [23], which
consists of hundreds of thousands of fully-segmented images, and ImageNet [6], which consists of
over 15 million labeled high-resolution images in over 22,000 categories.

To learn about thousands of objects from millions of images, we need a model with a large learning
capacity. However, the immense complexity of the object recognition task means that this prob-
lem cannot be specified even by a dataset as large as ImageNet, so our model should also have lots
of prior knowledge to compensate for all the data we don’t have. Convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) constitute one such class of models [16, 11, 13, 18, 15, 22, 26]. Their capacity can be con-
trolled by varying their depth and breadth, and they also make strong and mostly correct assumptions
about the nature of images (namely, stationarity of statistics and locality of pixel dependencies).
Thus, compared to standard feedforward neural networks with similarly-sized layers, CNNs have
much fewer connections and parameters and so they are easier to train, while their theoretically-best
performance is likely to be only slightly worse.
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ImageNet$ClassificaFon$2013$Results$
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Deep$Nets$vs$Monkey$vs$Human$
C.F.$Cadieu,$H.$Hong,$D.$Yamins,$N.$Pinto,$E.A.$Solomon,$N.J.$
Majaj,$and$J.J.$DiCarlo.$Deep$Neural$Networks$Rival$the$Object$
Recogni9on$Performance$of$the$Primate$Visual$System.$$
(in$submission,$2013).$
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Figure 1. Example images used to measure object category recognition performance and
overview of methodology. a) Example images used to measure object category recognition
performance. Two of the 1960 tested images are shown from the categories Cars, Fruits, and Animals
(we also tested the categories Planes, Chairs, Tables, and Faces). Variability within each category
consisted of changes to object exemplar (e.g. 7 di↵erent types of Animals), geometric transformations
due to position, scale, and rotation/pose, and changes to background (each background image is
unique). b) The representation of the images at the retinae (Retinae Representation) is transformed by
the primate ventral stream into the IT Cortex Representation, which was directly measured via neural
recording. These schematic representations show points corresponding to images belonging to two of
the seven categories (here points from the Cars and Fruits categories are depicted). Similarly, the Pixel
Representation is transformed by the deep neural network (DNN) algorithm into the DNN
Representation. The points in the Retinae and Pixel Representations are not well ordered according to
their category because of the variations present within each category. E↵ective representations
transform these points such that they can be well separated by a linear decision boundary (measured by
Linear-SVM) and/or that their category can be predicted by a simple (low-complexity) prediction
function. We evaluate representations by measuring generalization performance of a linear support
vector machine (Linear-SVM, higher accuracy is better) and by Kernel Analysis, which measures the
generalization precision of a category regression function as a function of the complexity of the category
regression function (precision vs. complexity, where higher precision at the same complexity is better).
More e↵ective representations will score higher on both of these measures, e.g. in this schematic
depiction, and in correspondence with our analysis, the DNN Representation (red) outperforms the
sampled IT Cortex Representation (blue) on both measures.



Deep$Nets$vs$Monkey$vs$Humans$
[Cadieu$et$al.]$

•  Rapid$presentaFon$experiments$(100ms)$
•  Feed?forward$processing$only$in$monkey/humans$$
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Figure 2. Linear-SVM generalization performance of machine and neural representations.
Testing set classification accuracy averaged over 10 randomly-sampled test sets is plotted and error bars
indicate standard deviation over the 10 random samples. Chance performance is ⇠14.3%. V4 and IT
Cortex Sample are the values measured directly from the neural samples, and the dashed horizontal
lines labeled “Extrapolation” are the extrapolated performance values for measurements of V4 and IT
cortex without subsampling bias (see Figure 4). The bar labeled “Human Behavior” is the mean
subject performance on the categorization task of human subjects (n=51) and the error bar indicates
standard deviation over subjects. Both the Krizhevsky et al. 2012 and the Zeiler & Fergus 2013
representations surpass the performance of our IT Cortex Sample and are comparable to the IT Cortex
Extrapolation and Human Behavior measurement.



Scaling$to$10,000$Categories$

•  Goal:$general$model$useful$for$mulFple$
markets.$

•  Lower$layers$share$useful$informaFon.$
•  Higher$layers$specialize.$$
•  Other$models:$
–  real$estate,$e?commerce,$stock,$consumer,$
wedding,$surveillance,$satellite,$medical,$etc.$$



Understanding$the$Models:$
VisualizaFons$are$Key$

•  VisualizaFon$technique$based$on$DeconvoluFonal$
Networks$(my$PhD$work)$

•  Applied$to$convoluFonal$neural$networks$
– determine$what$each$layer$learns$
– provides$insight$for$architecture$selecFon$



Layer$1:$Filters$



Layer$1:$Top?9$Patches$



Layer$2:$Top?1$



Layer$2:$Top?9$



Layer$2:$Top?9$Patches$



Layer$3:$Top?1$



Layer$3:$Top?9$



Layer$3:$Top?9$Patches$Layer$3:$Top?9$Patches$



Layer$4:$Top?1$



Layer$4:$Top?9$



Layer$4:$Top?9$Patches$



Layer$5:$Top?1$



Layer$5:$Top?9$



Layer$5:$Top?9$Patches$



Medical$

Satellite$

Ad$TargeFng$

Brand$Safety$

Stock$Photos$Consumer$Photos$ Shopping$









Mobile$Apps $$



Our$ImplementaFon$

•  Wricen$completely$in?house$
– 2?30x$faster$than$open$source$variants$
– opFmized$cpu$and$gpu$versions$
–  transiFoning$to$OpenCL$



About$Us$

Machew$Zeiler,$CEO$

$Geoff$$$
Hinton$

Yann$
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Jeff$
Dean$
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About$Us$

7$employees$$$
New$York$Based$
Seed$funded$
API:$early$beta$

[We’re$Hiring!]$

[Try$it!]$



About$Us$

Get$Data.$$Innovate.$Repeat.$
1.  Enable$deep$learning$for$everyone$

$$!$API$

2.  Get$data:$strategic$products,$partners.$
3.  Innovate:$research$areas,$solve$real?world$

problems.$
4.  Support$entrance$into$new$verFcals.$



API:$$$$$$developer.clarifai.com$

•  Built$to$scale$on$Amazon$
•  Nvidia$gpu$based$
•  <100$ms$latency$
•  Supported$ops:$
– classificaFon$
–  image$similarity$



Tutorial$

$
Sign$up$on$www.clarifai.com$for$newslecer.$

$
$

developer.clarifai.com$



Thanks!$

$
Try$it$out:$

www.clarifai.com$
$

Sign?up$for$newslecer$to$get$API$invite!$
$
$


